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 Overview & Strategy Comment 

Economics

▪ LTRO by ECB helped the region begin 

restoring to a certain extent for now  

▪ No huge events expected any time 

soon on global economic indices 

With ECB’s Long-term Refinancing Operation in place, macro events in 

Europe seem to have stabilized for the moment. Surprises on strong 

US economic data appear heading its end. As for China, it experienced 

the weakest Lunar New Year Holiday consumption since 2009. The 

government could potentially come up with some consumption stimulus 

measures in March after annual plenary session of Chinese National 

People’s Congress. 

Cash Flow

▪ Risks of liquidity and economic 

slowdown should incline risk tolerance 

continue growing in global scale 

▪ Domestic equities and bonds to 

continue seeing foreign inflows 

Liquidity provision through ECB’s LTRO lit a flame of risk tolerance 

revival, albeit probably temporary, and caused capital inflows towards 

S. European debts as sovereign downgrade on several EU nations by 

S&P’s and Fitch rather worked out to have eliminated existing 

uncertainties. On top of this, expectations over additional QE by both the 

US Fed and ECB (in Feb) brought in some capital to EM nations. This 

would likely help foreign capital inflows remain stable for some time.    

Fixed 

Income 

▪ Mid- and long-term products 

becoming more attractive: flattening 

curve 

▪ Overweight; take profit gradually  

 

With weakening expectations over rate cut, it’s difficult to attain good 
carry on short-term products in 2y or less, thus their yields have risen. 

Yet, favorable demand/supply condition in 3y or above has asserted 

more downward pressure on the yields. Active liquidity provision by 

central banks could lead current foreign KTB purchases in short-term 

further spread over mid- and long-term tenors.  

Credit 

▪ Blue-chip product spreads further 

tightened 

▪ Neutralize Credit bond holdings but 

overweight Quasi- and Card/cap. 

bonds   

In October, we’ve seen noticeable spread reduction only in card-capital 

bonds while the rest remained steady. Previously widening pace has 

now turned. Overall, credit spreads that have begun going through a 

correction since August should remain stable. We still recommend 

expanding holdings of credit bonds that have more than enough yield 

advantage. Among the bonds, focus on Quasi-bonds and bank notes, 

and corp. bonds with high rating. 

Interest 

Rate 

Derivatives

▪ Asset swap in short-term KTBs 

became less attractive  

▪ Exp. return on forward swap fell 

KTB asset swaps have become very attractive thanks to more 

favorable FX rate following the country’s currency swap expansion and  

CRS rates stabilizing. We are probably not going to be able to see 

short- and long-term spreads widen and forward swaps recover its 

investment advantage any time soon. 

FX 

▪ Commodity currencies to rebound 

distinctively but to a limited extent 

▪ EUR to weaken following the regional 

uncertainties 

▪ Asian currencies to continue its relative 

strengthening 

In the FX market, things are moving in a direction exactly the opposite 

to the one in August 2011 during which extreme concerns over 

developed countries default were around. Given additional liquidity 

expansion expectation and height of rebound, EM and commodity 

currencies still have room for further strengthening. While market 

sentiment on Euro still pessimistic, strength and pace of rebound to 

gradually weaken. Japan recently had a trade deficit, the first time since 

1980, one should look out for a possible inflection to weakening trend.    
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